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The streets of Adelaide are the backdrop of a new choose-your-own-adventure app. 

Story City drops the reader into an adventure using real city locations, asking readers to
make decisions about how the story ends.

Editor Grant Mills says the free app, supported by the Adelaide City Council, aims to
introduce SA families to their city in a unique way.
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“It’s fun, exciting and educational, and uses local Adelaide artists, writers, musicians and
voice-over actors,” Grant says.

“We’ll launch two this week – one an game of alien hide-and-seek, the other a travel romp
through Adelaide’s history.”

Story City is a digital storytelling experience that puts you in the story.

It combines 컱뻱ctional choose-your-own-adventure style stories with physical locations,
allowing the fantasy to become ‘real’!
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The Story City app and adventures are FREE to download and enjoy. 

Rather than reading these adventures in the old-school ‘book’ format, you’ll be able to take
part in the adventure via the Story City app on your smart phone or tablet.

Then you choose how you’re going to explore your city!

Will you explore the city while running from a zombie apocalypse? Or how about cruising the
Adelaide streets while solving a mystery? Or will you be pillaging the city looking for pirate
supplies?

It’s your adventure, so it’s up to you!
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Download the app for Apple and Android here.
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